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This document contains the proceedings of the NASA Workshop on Computational
Structural Mechanics, held at NASA Langley Research Center, November 18-20, 1987.
The workshop was sponsored jointly by NASA Langley Research Center and NASA
Lewis Research Center.
The purpose of the workshop was to allow participants in Langley's and Lewis'
Computational Structural Mechanics (CSM) research programs to meet and to
share research objectives and accomplishments. The intent was to encourage a
cooperative Langley/Lewis CSM program in which Lewis concentrates on engine
structures applications, Langley concentrates on airframe and space structures
applications, and all participants share technology of mutual interest.
The workshop was organized into the following three sessions:
Concurrent Processing Methods and Applications
II Advanced Methods & Testbed/Simulator Development
III Computational Dynamics
Session I dealt with parallel processing methods and languages, new computer
hardware, and software architecture to exploit parallel computers.
Session II dealt with the Langley CSM Testbed, the Lewis Engine Structures
Computational Simulator, and Structural Analysis Technology involving finite
elements, boundary elements, and probabilistic approaches.
Session III dealt with advanced methods for structural dynamics.
The use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this publication does not
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
W. Jefferson Stroud
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With the exception of a few adjustments made
primarily for the purpose of uniformity, all pa-
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General i zed Ei 9enprobl em
[K] [¢,] : [M] [¢,] [c_]
N - degrees of freedom
Requi red n ei genpai rs , n<__N
EK] posi tive--defi ni te
24O
New parallel algorithm for the solution of large scale eigenproblems
in finite element applications.
Work is in progress to implement algorithm on NAS Cray 2 computer
at Ames.
Assumptions
l - Linear elastic finite element models
2 - n lower order eigenpairs are required, i.e. _l
3 - [K] is positive-definite
4 - [M] is semi-positive definite
2 2 2
< CO,_ < ...t_
n
241
Finite Element Model Subdivided into m Domains
Doma i n i
242
• Consider a parallel computer with (m+l) processors (tasks).
• Designate the first processor as a global processor (task).
• Designate the remaining m-processors as domain processors (tasks).
• A finite element model can be divided into a number of domains equal
to m.






Creati on of K e & M e
-- Ei gensol uti on (Modi fi ed
- Equati on Sol ver ( Frontal
Subspace )
So1 uti on )
244
Three major steps of large computational requirements:
l - Creation of element stiffness and mass matrices.
2 - Extraction of a set of eigenpairs.
3 - Solution of a set simultaneous linear equations.
The merits of selecting the modified subspace method for step #2 and
the frontal solution for step #3 above all discussed in the next new
graphs.
245
Modi fi ed Subspace Method
[v]_÷ 1 -- ( [K] -I [M] -- _[I] ) [V]
EK]-I [B]_ -- _[V]
where _ = 1 ,2.3,
2
: 1 /2(l+r_._| )/ran
m
2 2



















The Modified Subspace method iterates simultaneously for a subset of
eigenpairs [@,w] of the generalized eigenproblem"
1 - Let [V] 1 be n starting eigenvectors. Experience has shown that random
numbers can be used here. A number of techniques are available in
literature for selecting [V]l.
2 - Operate on each [V]£ as follows
* -I = [K]-I[V]£+l = [K] [M][V]_ [B]_
where _ = l, 2, 3, . . . .
,
3 - Modify [V]_+l to increase convergence rate by one third on average
[V]_+ 1 ÷ V£+ 1 - _V_
where" _ = 0 for _=l and _>ll
_£ = 0.5 (l+r__l)/m _ l<_<ll
r__ l are the interval points of the ll-th order Labatto
rule I-l, l]























EK]_+I = 7[v]eT £.-4- 1 EK]eEV] e




The Auxi 1 i ary Ei 9enprobl em
[K]9..+ 1 [Q] 9..+1 = [M] 9..+1 [Q] £.+1 [_3 9-.+1
Improved Eigenvectors
[v]e *e9..+1 = [V] £. +I [Q] £.+1
248
4 - Project K and M onto the required subspace.
5 - Solve the auxiliary eigenproblem to obtain [Q]_+l and [_]_+l"
6 - An improved set of eigenvectors [V]_+ l can be obtained.
2 Repeat steps 2 to 6 until desired accuracy7 - Test for convergence on mn"
is achieved.
Note
I. Step #2 is performed using the frontal solution, concurrently within
each domain.
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Convergence of ;2 and '14 for Sq,mre Plate
25O
• Rate of convergence of the modified subspace is 33%faster on average
comparedto the classical subspacemethod.
• Figure shows typical behavior.
















Mul ti --Frontal Paral 1 el Processing
252
Frontal Solution
l - Gauss elimination technique.
2 - Underlying philosophy is based on processing of elements one by one.
3 - Simultaneous assembly and elimination of variables.
4 - The optimum frontal width is at most equal to the optimum band width.
5 - Numbering of nodes has no impact on optimality while numbering of elements
is important to minimize the frontal width.
6 - More efficient for solid elements and elements with mid-side nodes.
7 - It requires a pre-front to determine last appearance of each node.
8 - It lends itself to parallel solutions.
253
Multi --Frontal Sol uti on
o Wi thin each domai n
kd [k-k]dlJ lJ -- _ 1 S SJ. . kss
d




[K][V]_+ l : [B]_+ l
Assembly and elimination gives
UiV d + KdF VF : Bd
KFFV F = BF
where U. upper A matrix for domain i
1
Vd variables within domain i
VF variables along global front of domain i
Bd & BF are right-hand sides for domain & global front, respectively
For global fronts
m
K = S KFF
^ m
B=ZB F
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Successful implementation of the new parallel algorithm depends on:
l - Maximizing the efficiency of communication links between the global
task and the domains
2 - Minimizing sequential computational steps
3 - Multi-threaded I/O
• Final report will be available in the Summer 1988
257
Anti ci pated Benefi ts
o
O
Paral 1 el ei genval ue extracti on
al gori thm to maximize effi ci ency
and speed--up of computations .
A general purpose ei genprobl em
solver for finite element analysis





I. read/check first data card
2. set-up VEC for data input
3. data input and check
4. reset VEC for global fronts






read/check first data card
set-up VEC for data input
data input and synthesis
reset VEC for domain
pre-front for domain
element K and M matrices
domain assembly/elimination
KFF to GLBFRONT
6. global fronts solution
I. VF to DOMFRONT
8. domain solution and subspace
* and * to DOMFRONT9. Kd Md
8. subspace solution
9. Q. to DOMFRONT
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The difficulty in the analysis of multiprocessor performance may be attributed to
the large number of factors that may affect performance both independently and through
interactions. Such factors may be roughly divided into software and hardware categories:
software--the applications algorithm, the nature of the programming language, the
efficiency of the program, and the language support environment and operating system;
hardware--the number of processing elements, the capabilities of the processing
elements, the interconnection network, and the organization of memory.
301
Goals"





structure of the architecture.
3O2
The goal of this study is to remove the influence of the choice of algorithm used
for a particular application and to remove the effects of the high-level language and the
efficiency of the program. The study concentrates on only those characteristics of the
structure of the architecture. The "structure of the architecture" is defined to include
those parameters that distinguish an architectural design at the diagram level. For
example, the interconnection network plays an integral part in such a description while
the capabilities of the individual processing elements, while crucial to the execution of
















Partitioning and mapping of
data flow diagrams
304
A high-level language notation to express the maximum amount of parallelism is
required to assist in removing the language/programming effect. The EASY-FLOW
language, based on the data flow paradigm, offers a mechanism for expressing the data
dependencies between program modules, down to the level specified by the programmer.
These data dependencies are obstacles to parallel execution. Modules which are not
related by data dependencies may be executed in parallel. The execution environment
must include a mechanism for the partitioning and mapping of the resulting data flow
diagrams.
305
Study the impact of the memory organization
and the interconnection network
A queuing network mathematical model is
developed for representing the effect of
expanding separate shared memories into a
system of memory hierarchies.
306
The two elements of the architectural structure selected for initial study are the
memory organization and the interconnection network. A queuing network statistical
model for a multiprocessor with shared memory is expanded to include a hierarchy of
memory modules at each shared memory cluster.
307
Model is based on an expanded GMI
(General Model for Memory Interference)
h
Performance is measured as the expected
number of busy memories.
308
The shared memory hierarchy model is based on the General Model for Memory
Interference (GMI) suggested by Hoogendoorn. Each processor cycles between a
random access to a particular level within a memory cluster and a time interval in which
internal computation is performed. Requests to the same memory cluster are queued at
















Figure 1. A Muttiprocessor System: n PE's, m Memory Clusters, and I Levels
310
In the shared memory cluster multiprocessor model, the processors are connected
to the memory clusters via a crossbar switch. It is assumed that this switch introduces no
delay in accessing memory. Requests to memory are queued at each memory cluster.
Delays in memory access time may be introduced by interference from other processors
accessing memory levels within this same cluster.
A Network II.5 (CACI, Inc.) simulation has been developed in order to evaluate
the analytic model. An eight-processor/eight-memory cluster system is evaluated under a
variety of access distributions and intervals of computation time between requests to
memory. The data collected from 63 simulation runs correlates with the results of the




effects of the interconnection
A polynomial surface representation of
performance is developed in a (k + 1) space.
Independent variables
qualitative:
may be quantitative and/or
size







minimum dominating set size
312
For the analysis of the effect of the interconnection network on performance, a
polynomial surface representation of performance is developed. Variables thought to
influence the performance of a network are: size, average degree (per node), diameter,








Dependent measurements are used to gauge performance. Typical performance
measures are message completion rate, average message delay, and connection cost.
Although the nature of the problem is for the different levels of the independent variables
to determine a very much discrete set of performance points, the problem is viewed as
being continuous in the performance variable.
315
Optimization:
Response surface methodology (RSM)
optimizes a response variable, based on
some polynomial function of several
independent variables.
Gradient vector may indicate direction of
steepest ascent.
316
A polynomial function of several independent variables is used to estimate the
performance surface. This function is estimated through curve fitting techniques.
Response surface methodology (RSM) optimizes the response (performance) variable,
working from this estimated polynomial function. In the situation where an optimum is




























An application of this analysis uses independent variables of node-connectivity
and network diameter and the performance measure of message completion rate/cost. It
may be seen from the diagram that better network performance levels occur at the




The results of this analysis may be used to identify appropriate levels of
independent variables to indicate optimum or near-optimum performance networks.
Existing, well-studied, networks; networks that are hybrids of existing networks; or
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OPTIMAL PARALLEL COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE















Consider Sqare Region With Fine
Uniform Mesh
Problem:










(Ng) 2 -- Total Mesh Points
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INTERPOLATIVE REDUCTION : 3 LEVEL
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